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DESIGN
PATRÍCIA LIMA

@lima_knits

AURORA 

70 %
Mohair Kid

30 %
Silk

JARDIM

55%
Superwash 

Merino

45% Cotton

https://www.instagram.com/lima_knits/


YARN
Dress Version  (approx.80 cm from the waist down).
Approx. 9 skeins of JARDIM by Rosários 4, (45% cotton and 55% 
superwash merino wool with 230 m (250 yds) in 50 g skein, shown 
in colourway 49);
Approx.  4 skeins of AURORA by Rosários 4, (30% silk and 70% kid 
mohair with 210 m (230 yds) in 25 g skein, shown in colourway 24).

Sweater Version (approx. 15cm from the waist down)
Approx. 5 skeins of JARDIM by Rosários 4, (45% cotton and 55% 
superwash merino wool  with 230 m (250 yds) in 50 g skein, shown 
in colourway 49);
Approx.  2 skeins of AURORA by Rosários 4, (30% silk and 70% kid 
mohair with 210 m (230 yds) in 25 g skein, shown in colourway 24).

GAUGE
In pattern (k1tbl, p2):
23 sts x 27 rows before blocking 
20 sts x 26 rows after blocking in 10 x 10 cm (4 in) with 2 strands 
of Jardim by Rosários 4 on 5mm needles.

In stockinette stitch: 
21 sts x 27 rows before blocking
29 sts x 25 rows after blocking in 10 x 10 cm (4in) with 1 strand of 
Jardim and one strand of Aurora on 5 mm.

NEEDLES & OTHER
A pair of 5 mm (US 7) with 60–120 cm (24–47 in) cables; scrap 
yarns, supplementary cables, 7 stitch markers and 1 unique m for 
the BOR; a tapestry needle to weave in the ends. 

SIZE GUIDE
XS to fit 80-85 cm bust circumference. 
The piece is designed to have a negative ease of 2 cm on the 
upper body and positive ease of 20 cm from the waistline down 
thus making this effect of a tight collar and bust and loose skirt. 

TECHNIQUES
Long Tail and Through The Back Loop Cast On
German Short Rows   
Picking up Stitches
Though the back loop and regular knitting
Increases and Decreases
Knitted/Folded Hem
Inserts: When you are doing the inserts you should pick sts from 
both sides of your work right on the braid made by slipping the sts 
on the front and back panel, but you should also pick up the sts 
that correspond to the ktbl sts. Thus you should always pick up 
your sts symmetrically following the pattern on your panel: 
row2: the braid above the p st on the right and left side,  
row4: the braid above the p st on the right and left side,  
row6: the last row of the ktbl sts on the right and left side.
You can also see this    video    for further clarification.

MAIN PATTERN
Upper Body and sleeve pattern k1tbl, p2 on the RS/p1tbl, k2 on 
the WS.
Follow this main pattern whenever you find‘wk as set on the 
instructions below. If you're not able to complete k1tbl, p2 you 
can also finish or start the work with a p1 or a k1tlb depending on 
the growth of the piece, but always work as it was settled on the 
previous round.
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INSTRUCTIONS
Long Tail CO 130 sts with 2 strands of Jardim yarn and, being 
careful not to twist your wk, join in the round placing a unique m 
for the BOR.
You'll now work the first round whilst, at the same time, placing m 
for separating the front and back of the work.
Rnd 1: K3tbl, pm, p2, (k1tbl, p2) x 20 times, pm, k3tbl, pm, p2, 
(k1tbl, p2) x 20 times.
The second row is the preparatory row for starting the german 
short rows.
Rnd 2: sl3 wyib, sm, p2, (k1tbl, p2) until 2nd m, sm, sl3 wyib, sm, 
p2, (k1tbl, p2) x 14, tw.

German short rows
WS: sl1 wyif, k1 (p1tbl, k2) x 8, tw;
RS: sl1 wyif, p1 (k1tbl, p2) x 10, tw;
WS: sl1 wyif, k1 (p1tbl, k2) x 12, tw; 
RS: sl1 wyif, p1 (k1tbl, p2) x 14, tw;
WS: sl1 wyif, k1 (p1tbl, k2) x 16, tw;
RS: sl1 wyif, p1 (k1tbl, p2) until m, tw;
WS: sl1 wyif, k1 (p1tbl, k2) until m, tw; 
RS: sl1 wyif, p1 (k1tbl, p2)x 20.
Rnd 3: k3tbl, sm, p2 (k1tbl, p2) until m, sm, k3tbl, sm, p2, (k1tbl, 
p2) until BOR;
Rnd 4: sl3 wyib, sm, p2 (k1tbl, p2) until m, sm, sl3 wyib, sm, p2 
(k1tbl, p2) until BOR;
REPEAT Round 3 and 4 alternately 4 more times - 8 rounds total.

You will now place the last markers for starting shoulder increases:
Rnd 5: (k1tbl, pm, k1tbl, pm, k1tbl, sm, wk as set until next m) 
repeat until BOR.
You now have a total of 8 m - 7 normal m and one unique m for 
the BOR. The BOR will always be mentioned as BOR and the 
others as 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 6th, 7th as in the order they appear 
on the Round.

SHOULDERS INCREASES
Rnd 6: *k1tbl, m1rp, sm, k1tbl, sm, m1lp, k1tbl, sm, wk as set until 
m, sm* repeat until BOR; (4 sts increase)
Rnd 7: *k1tbl, p1, sm, k1tbl, sm, p1, k1tbl,sm* wk as set until 4th 
m, sm repeat** wk as set until BOR;
Rnd 8: *k1tbl, p1, m1rp, sm, k1tbl, sm, m1lp, p1, k1tbl, sm * wk 
as set until 4th m, sm repeat** wk as set until BOR; (4sts increase)
Rnd 9: wk as set;
You now have 138 sts on your needles.
Rnd 10: wk as set until 1st m *m1r, sm, k1tbl, sm, m1l, wk as set 
until next m, sm*  wk as set until 4th m,sm, wk as set until 5th m, 
repeat** and then  wk as set until BOR; (4sts increase)
Rnd 11: wk as set;
Rnd 12: wk as set until 1st m, *m1rp, sm, k1tbl, sm, m1lp wk as 
set until next m, sm*, wk as set until 4th m, sm, wk as set until 5th 
m, repeat** and then  wk as set until BOR; (4sts increase)
Rnd 13: wk as set;
Rnd 14:  wk as set until 1st m, *m1rp, sm, k1tbl, sm, m1lp wk as 
set until next m, sm*, wk as set until 4th m, sm, wk as set until 5th 
m, repeat** and then  wk as set until BOR; (4sts increase)
Rnd 15: wk as set;
REPEAT the rounds 10-15 a total of - 5 times. 
*If normally your arms are thinner than the measures for the size 
of your bust please follow the instructions for the size with one 
repetition less and restart following the instructions for your size 
when casting on the underarm.
You now have 198 sts on your needles.

https://youtu.be/ttn35efy9S8
https://youtu.be/ttn35efy9S8
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SEPARATE THE SLEEVES FROM THE BODY
Wk as set until 3 sts bef 4th m and place the next 43sts on to 
a st holder while, at the same time, removing all st m from that 
section. Then, pm on your right needle, back loop CO 10 sts. 
Wk through the back of your wk finishing 3 sts bef the BOR. 
Place the next 43 sts on to a st holder while, at the same time, 
removing all st m from that section. Then, place new BOR on 
your right needle, back loop CO 10 sts.
There are now only 2 m (1 before each back loop cast on) and 
132 sts on your needles.

BODY
Continue wk in the round and in pattern until your piece reaches 
the lower end of your breasts.

Now you’ll bind off the sideways off your piece and start working 
front and back separately:
Round16: K1tbl, bind off the next  8 sts, wk in pattern until, next 
m, sm, k1tbl, bind off the next  8 sts. Wk in pattern through the 
back piece.
Put the front piece onto a scrap of yarn or another cable and 
work the back piece back and forth as follows

BACK PANEL
WS: sl1 wyif, ssk, work in pattern until 3sts bef. end of row and 
k2tog, p1; (2 sts decrease)
RS: sl1 wyib, wk as set;
WS: sl1 wyif, ssp, wk in pattern until 3sts bef.  end of row and 
p2tog, p1;(2 sts decrease)
RS: sl1 wyib, wk as set;
WS: sl1 wyif, ssk, work in pat until 3sts bef. end of row and 
k2tog, p1; (2 sts decrease)
RS: sl1 wyib, wk as set;
REPEAT the above sequence until the back panel reaches your  
waistline or 1 to 2 cm above it as your work will grow after 
blocking. Finish with a RS row. 
Break the yarn, leave the sts on your cable or scrap of yarn.

FRONT PANEL 
Start from the wrong side and work the same way as you worked 
on the back panel. 

SLEEVES
Salvage the sts you left on hold for the sleeves, pick up and knit 
11 sts from the underarm and join in the round. When picking up 
stitches you can pick up more at the edges and then reduce them 
again after the first round to avoid having holes on the underarm. 
When possible, always try to maintain pattern from the body and 
sleeves and so that the stripes from the main pattern are aligned.
After the first round you should have 54 sts for 1 sleeve.
Wk as set. Start binding off the sleeve (in pattern) 2cm before 
your desired length as the work will grow after blocking.
Work the same way for the other sleeve.

INSERTS
You’ll now  start working with one strand of Jardim and 1 strand of 
Aurora  in stockinette stitch for knitting the skirt/lower part of the 
sweater. You’ll start by working both sides of your piece where, 
simultaneously, you’ll be joining front and back panels and doing 
increases to attain that loose look on the bottom. When the right 
side has been joined please follow the instructions for the version 
you’re working on as they have slightly different indications.
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RIGHT SIDE OF THE INSERT 
(attention: see the special insert technique)
Starting from the RS of your work, pick up and knit the same 8 
sts you had previously binded off on the right side.
WS: sl1, purl to end; 
RS: pick up and knit 1st from the braid on the lateral of the back 
panel, rli, knit to end of row, lli, pick up and knit 1st from the braid 
on the lateral of the front panel (4 sts increase);
REPEAT the above sequence until you reach the edges of the 
back and front panel laterals. Be sure to finish with a RS row 
when reaching the edges. 
Join the right insert with the front panel by continuing knitting in 
stockinette st on to the sts you left on hold for the front panel.
Break the yarn and leave the right and front sides on hold.

LEFT SIDE OF THE INSERT 
Starting from the RS of your work, pick up and knit the same 8 
sts you had previously binded off on the left side.
WS: sl1, purl to end;
RS: pick up and knit 1st from the braid on the lateral of the front 
panel, rli knit to end of row, lli, pick up and knit 1st from the braid 
on the lateral of the back panel (4 sts increase).
REPEAT the above sequence until you reach the edges of the 
back and front panel lateral and be sure to finish with a RS row 
when reaching the edges.

Now follow the instructions for the version you’re knitting:

Dress version 
Join the left side to the back panel by continue knitting in 
stockinette stitch on to the sts you left on hold on the back piece 
while, at the same time, doing increases as follows:
1. Count the number of sts you have on the back panel;
2. Divide in in two by placing a st m;
3. *k1, rli* until m, remove m, *k1, lli* to end.

Sweater version 
Join the left side to the back panel by continuing knitting in 
stockinette st on to the sts you left on hold for the back panel.

BOTTOM (skirt or lower end of sweater)
pm on your right needle (new BOR) and join in the round the left/
back piece with the right/front piece left on hold. 

Wk in stockinette stitch until your desired length (be aware that 
your work will grow slightly after blocking) and work knitted/ 
folded hem technique as follows:
Next Round: p all sts;
Next: knit all sts until you have 3 cm of stockinette stitch after 
the purled round;
Fold the 3cm  towards the WS and knit the edge together with 
the correspondent sts inside while binding off.

FINISHING
Break yarn, weave in all ends and block your piece without 
stretching it.

ABBREVIATIONS
CO: cast On 
st/sts: stitch/stitches
m/ms: marker/markers
pm: place marker
BOR: Beginning of Round
k: knit
k2tog: knit 2sts together
p: purl
tbl: though the back loop
sl: slip
sm: slip marker
ssk: slip 2 sts as if to k, replace them on left needle and k2tog tbl
ssp: slip 2sts as if to k, replace them on the left needle and p3tog tbl
wk: work
wk as set: work as settled (see main pattern instructions as well)
tw: turn work
wyib: with yarn in back
wyif: with yarn in front
m1r: make one right leaning knit stitch 
m1l: make one left leaning knit stitch 
m1rp: make one right leaning purl stitch 
m1lp: make one left leaning purl stitch
rli: right lifted increase
lli: left lifted increase
** repeat what appears in between the signs

AURORA  Colour 24
(70% mohair kid; 30% silk)

JARDIM  Colour 49
(55% merino superwash wool; 45% cotton)VIDEO SUPPORT

https://rosarios4.com/en/montra/aurora/
https://rosarios4.com/en/montra/aurora/
https://rosarios4.com/en/montra/knitting-jardim/
https://rosarios4.com/en/montra/knitting-jardim/
https://youtu.be/ttn35efy9S8

